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Abstract

A critical challenge faced in Internet of Things (IoT) is the heterogeneous nature of its nodes from the network protocol and platform point of view. To tackle the heterogeneous nature, we introduce a distributed and lightweight service bus, LISA, which fits into network stack of a real-time operating system for constrained nodes in IoT. LISA provides an application programming interface for developers of IoT on tiny devices. It hides platform and protocol variations underneath it, thus facilitating interoperability challenges in IoT implementations. LISA is inspired by the Network on Terminal Architecture (NoTA), a service centric open architecture by Nokia Research Center. Unlike many other interoperability frameworks, LISA is designed specifically for resource constrained nodes and it provides essential features of a service bus for easy service oriented architecture implementation.

1. Introduction

The Internet has evolved from a research project to a huge hub of knowledge and its benefit to human beings increases as more devices get connected to access or provide services. It is estimated that more than 50 Billion devices will be connected by 2020. A large proportion of these devices will be small embedded devices which will be identified uniquely and interact with other devices. This network of embedded devices is referred as Internet of Things (IoT).
Things (IoT). It is believed that enormous economic and social benefit can be gained by utilizing IoT in different domains.

Simple applications designed for specific tasks have been developed and used before complicated integration requirements arise. One of the solutions to integrate such applications is by making these applications to expose their functionality as a service, known as Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). However, the implementation of SOA leads to large amount of interaction between these services. In addition, each service instance has to be aware of the location of the other end and interface exposed during communication. Enterprise service bus (ESB) gives an infrastructure for SOA implementation for managing the communication between services. It also provides a common medium for communication between different standards.

Internet of things is facing obstacles for growth towards the envisioned level of success. One of these hurdles is the lack of a dominant protocol, which led to manufacturers using different protocols and platforms. In addition, the nature of nodes and applications in this scenario is different in that they are too resource constrained. This creates network and application silos each with its own protocol and platform. There are few efforts to bridge these silos and build an interoperable larger network. AllSeen Alliance has built a framework for interoperability of IoT devices. The device service bus by Medeiros et al. is also another effort for interoperability. However, these frameworks do not address the larger proportion of devices, which are constrained in the available resources.

LISA is a light weight service bus which is inspired by NoTA concept, targeting these tiny devices, built with resource constraints in mind from the beginning. LISA is different in that it contributes the following key features for the interoperability of devices and applications in IoT:

- LISA is lightweight and targets extremely resource constrained nodes having a few kilobytes of memory.
- LISA supports low power operations with an ultimate goal of supporting most of the interconnection protocols for interoperability.
- LISA provides familiar, socket like, interface for application programmers to interact with the API regardless of the platform and protocol used.
- LISA targets to fit to a bare metal implementation and it will be released as an open source project.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We start by the motivation of the resource constraints in devices in Section 2, followed by differences in the protocols and platforms in IoT that led to the need for interoperability. We also discuss related works in the same section. In Section 3, the preliminaries of LISA such as its basis of architecture (ESB, SOA and NoTA) are discussed. In Section 4, the details of LISA including the implementation are explained followed by the demonstrator discussion in Section 5. Section 6 is dedicated to the conclusion and future works for the service bus.

2. Motivation and related works

As a basis for discussion, let us categorize devices with network interface in to three classes based on resources they have. The first class contains those devices having multiple high speed processors with gigabytes of memory and multiple networking options, such as PC, smart phones and tablets. Those devices which have few megabytes of memory and used in different Industrial or home automation belong to the second class. The last class contains devices which are too small in processing power, memory and usually have a single network interface. These devices might operate on batteries which are meant to be used for longer period of time. Typical device in this class include sensor nodes which could be as small as 8bit microcontrollers having 32Kbyte of RAM and 512Kbyte of flash memory.

There are few choices of frameworks to build interoperable system for the first two classes of devices mentioned above. There exists protocols which are tailored for specific type of application especially for the first class of devices working in the current Internet domain. However, the constraints in the third class of devices make it difficult to build an interoperable system using same protocols and frameworks. Hence, there is limited applicability of the techniques used to integrate systems in the current Internet domain. These devices also have real-time requirements which should be met by their operating system.
As mentioned above, there are different frameworks developed for interoperability. However, most of these are working for devices capable of supporting the standard Internet protocols. The framework introduced by AllSeen is promising in both the applicability and the community behind it, AllSeen Alliance. One advantage of the framework is the support of multiple programming languages and familiar platforms in the PC and mobile device domain. However, this work is not focused on the resource-constrained devices which are targeted by LISA. A device service bus presented by Medeiros et al uses web services for interoperability based on Device Profile for Web Services (DPWS). However, similar to the above discussion, this device service bus is also targeted for non-resource-constrained nodes.

The initial design of the current Internet was not for service centered operation. The work presented by Nordstrom et al addresses the resulting mobility problem accessing the Internet. By introducing a middle layer between the network and transport layer, they provide a means of addressing services independent of the network address. This has been a motivation for LISA to include a discovery mechanism which is customized for the IoT domain.

The target of LISA is to fill the interoperability gap by providing a simple API for programmers of these resource constrained devices enabling developers to build a distributed and interoperable system. In the following section, we discuss the roots of overall architecture of LISA.

3. Foundation architecture of LISA

There are different levels of integration requirements, leading to multiple options of integration patterns. LISA addresses the integration requirements which arise from platform and protocol differences. It enables the development of SOA by providing the infrastructure for services to work together. Selected architecture and integration patterns which are related to the design of LISA are discussed below.

3.1 Service Orientated Architecture and Enterprise Service Bus

Before discussing the architecture of LISA, it is necessary to explain the basis of architecture style for LISA; service orientation and service bus. Service oriented architecture (SOA) is an architectural style where individual functionalities of a system are exposed as autonomous services so that consumers of a service can easily access it. This has been extensively used to solve the problem of interoperability in enterprise systems regardless of the platform on which the service runs. The services have defined interfaces which are described using standard specification such as web service description language (WSDL). The format of exchanged message is usually either XML or JSON. LISA has also similar approach; service nodes define the interface they expose using WSDL like description language which is adapted from NoTA without customization. In contrast to interface description specification, the message format of LISA is customized from that of NoTA.

The autonomous services in SOA need a means of communication and sharing of the interface they expose for other services or a client. Enterprise service buses provide the communication channel to access the services exposed in SOA. Service buses enable the discovery of services by other clients. There are many service buses, either open source or proprietary, to choose from. Service bus, unlike message brokers, is not based on store and forward type of servers. LISA serves as a service bus in a similar protocol subnetwork and works as a broker where the communication is outside the boundary.

3.2 Network on Terminal Architecture

Network on Terminal Architecture (NoTA) is a service based open architecture designed by Nokia Research Center. The initial objective for the design of this architecture was to facilitate the development of mobile devices by minimizing the time required to integrate different modules. It also minimizes the coupling of system modules. The architecture has its roots in the area of Network on Chip (NoC) and SOA as it focuses on interconnection of services and applications utilizing these services. It is a platform and protocol independent architecture. The reference implementation of NoTA, which was release as an open source implementation of this architecture, has support for variety of network protocols and few platforms.
There are two type of nodes in NoTA; service node (SN) and application node (AN). The application node is a client that request for a service from service node. The interaction of these nodes pass through a stack called the Device Interconnect protocol (DIP), shown in Figure 1 (a). DIP has two layers; High (H_IN) and Low (L_IN) interconnect layers. Application and service nodes communicate either using message passing (control plane) or a node streams data to a target (data plane).

The High interconnect layer (H_IN), shown in Figure 1 (b), is the device interconnect layer that is closer to the user application and it provides Berkeley socket (BSD) like interface for the programmers. The interface introduces one additional function prior to the call for HSocket (equivalent of Socket function in BSD sockets); the programmer needs to call HgetInstance to get a pointer to an H_IN instance which is passed in subsequent calls. H_IN is where the NoTA protocol is implemented with functionalities such as service discovery, activation and registration. On the other end of H_IN, it communicates with the underlying layer, L_IN to interact with the specific network protocol.

The lower interconnect layer (L_IN) has two sub layers, L_INup and L_INdown, as shown in Figure 1-b. The upper layer (L_INup) communicates with H_IN and the lower layer (L_INdown) provides specific implementation of different protocols. Different L_INdown implementations are enabled for a specific node based on the available network interface and in some cases multiple L_INdown can be enabled at the same time.

NoTA also provides a special type of service node, which can be enabled depending on the size of the network. This service node is called Resource Manager, which is used to handle dynamic discovery of services by application nodes. NoTA also provides stub generator, which is an easy way of handling the process of creating and using NoTA sockets. The services in NoTA are described using an XML based service description file, similar to web service description language (WSDL). The format of messages in NoTA is different from that of web services. NoTA defines service signal types that specify message parameters for nodes to understand the content. The service description technique and message format of NoTA are used in LISA as-is.

4. LISA-the lightweight embedded service bus

In this section, we explore the details of LISA. As discussed in the previous sections, it is designed specifically for resource constrained devices. In most implementations, these devices use a lightweight operating system to take care of low level details while user applications focus on specific business requirements. There are many flavors of such operating systems; for instance Contiki, TinyOS, RIOT and FreeRTOS are widely used. Regardless of the internal design of these operating systems, they are all designed to be lightweight. One of the requirements of interoperability is the ability to use a combination of these operating systems in a large system. In addition, each node might also have a different network interface. LISA unifies these differences in platform and protocol by enabling the implementation of SOA. LISA is designed to be portable to these operating systems with minimal configuration. In some cases however, there are applications that run without an operating system. LISA also has the
goal of enabling bare metal implementation in future releases. The initial version of LISA, however, targets RIOT which is discussed in the following section.

4.1 Target platform

RIOT is a micro kernel based, real-time, multi-threaded and modular operating system specifically designed taking resource-constrained nodes in to consideration. It is designed to bridge the gap between the full-fledged operating systems (e.g. Linux and Windows) which are easier to program and the smaller operating systems for sensor nodes (e.g. Contiki and TinyOs) by providing easy programmability for the lower end. It supports standard C programming and provides inter-process communication facilities with partial POSIX compliance. It has a lightweight network stack with 6LoWPAN and RPL support. The overall features provided for module development and easy portability to multiple boards and CPU attracted us to make RIOT the first target platform to test the concept of LISA. As shown in Figure 2, LISA runs on top of the transport layer and partially crosses to reach the network layer.

Figure 2. LISA in the network stack of RIOT

4.2 High level architecture

LISA has three node types; application nodes (AN), service nodes (SN) and a manager node. It is organized in a federated manner. Autonomous sub networks of AN’s and SN’s are managed with a single manager node. Following the node types, there are different levels of uptime. Application node is in sleep mode most of the time and initiates communication whenever it wakes up. Service nodes can also go to a sleep state, but they are alive for longer time than application nodes. Application and service nodes receive manager advertisement which contains the address of the manager. Service nodes are identified with unique ID and register with the manager as they wake up. Application nodes request the manager for the address of a service during discovery phase. Once the address is resolved the application and service node can start to communicate.

When there is a service request from outside smaller networks the manager node represents the node in passing the request to manager of the destination network. Service requests inside a sub network occur simply in a client-server fashion once the channel is established with the help of the manager. For ease of discussion, Figure 3 shows five subnetworks each having a manager (red nodes in Figure 3). Assuming each of these subnetworks use different operating system and different protocols (such as 6LoWPAN and Bluetooth low Energy), each of these nodes can communicate locally with the help of the manager node during discovery. However, if a node in one subnetwork using 6LoWPAN requests a service which is using Bluetooth low energy, the managers of these sub networks act on behalf of the individual nodes in transferring messages.

The target platforms for LISA can vary in the internal structure in terms of thread support, type of inter-process communication and the protocol used. The link with the platform has a uniform interface for managing threads and inter-process communication. The communication with the underlying network stack is also made through another interface implemented for each target protocol. On the upper end of LISA is the interface exposed for user applications to utilize its functionality. This interface resembles a typical BSD socket interface except that it requires the programmer to acquire an instance of the service bus for the following standard requests. This segment of the bus handles the specific protocol needed to send requests to the destination or serve other requests coming from clients.
4.3 LISA protocol

When an application node requests a service, it has to first locate the destination of the service. In one subnetwork, service nodes and application nodes do not have to know the protocol specific address to communicate, but only a simple service ID assigned by the user. The communication is message based and the manager node only works during the initial network setup phase. However, if the desired target is outside the local network, the manager acts as a message broker across the network, as discussed above. There are two types of messages, setup message during the initial phase (such as discovery, registration and access request) and the user message. There are five types of setup messages which are used as a standard for the bus to be aware of another segment of the bus. These messages are used for service discovery, service registration, application authentication and service deactivation. Each of these messages affect the state of the bus segment in the current node. Registration request message (SRP_REQ) is acknowledged with registration confirmation (SRP_CNF) upon successful event. An application node requesting this service sends service discovery request (SDP_REQ) specifying the service ID. There might be multiple service nodes with the same service id but the manager reply discovery confirmation with the address of the registered services (with that ID) randomly. Once the application node receives the address, the application node sends an access request to the service node which replies with a simple access code.
it is in one of the yellow circles (in Figure 4) and can be utilized by the user application only when it is in the ready state. The left path is taken by application nodes, the middle is taken by manager nodes and the right path is for service nodes. There are states which are not fully implemented in the current version (such as QUD and WHS) as LISA supports message type communication only.

4.4 LISA user messages

As mentioned earlier, the user message format for LISA is adapted from NoTA. Service interface describes what parameters are required to use a service and the type of parameters passed. Considering a sample health monitoring application domain, where application nodes (sensors) send readings to a service running on another node, the logging service might accept requests in the form SensorID (unsigned integer), PatientID (unsigned integer) and Reading (float). The type, length and values of each parameter will be ordered accordingly and copied to the buffer in the body of the message. Hence, the above sample service receives messages with content starting with 0x11, code for 8 bit unsigned integer, for type of SensorID, followed by the actual value. The receiving end identifies user message from the header and parse the values according to the service definition exposed for the application node.

5. LISA demonstrator

The IoT configuration for the demonstrator utilizes all the three node types: application, service and manager. To setup the network between these nodes, we create three tap interfaces (tap0, tap1 and tap2) and three terminals each running an instance of RIOT inside Linux in a native mode. The first instance acts as an application node, the second one as a service node and the last one as a manager. The manager node is always in the listening state to handle requests from application and service nodes. As shown in Figure 4, the manager goes to ready state directly. Service node starts and sends a registration request with service ID 4 (chosen randomly). In this sample application, we do not have the manager advertisement, and hence we provide manager address when running application and service nodes.

The manager receives the registration request and replies with confirmation once it stores the address of the service node. Once the service is done with registration, it is in a ready state waiting for clients. Whenever the service wants to go into a sleep state, it sends a deregister request for the manager to remove it from the list. Similarly, an application node sends first a service discovery request for the manager. The request is acknowledged with the address of the service if it is found in the current network. The manager sends its own address if the requested service is not in the local network. The current version of the manager node cannot forward to final destination when the service is not local, so the demonstrator concentrates only for local connections. Figure 5 describes the interaction of the nodes and the exchanged messages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API name</th>
<th>Size (KB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LISA only</td>
<td>~22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISA with RIOT</td>
<td>~130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoTA</td>
<td>~260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Size of LISA vs NoTA.

The size of the whole application including the operating system and the required modules is less than 130 Kbytes (as shown in Table 1), from which LISA takes 22 Kbytes (less than 20%). Looking at the running processes from RIOT shell commands, LISA creates only one thread which registers itself for handling incoming packets. This improves power and memory management.
6. Conclusion and future work

We introduced a lightweight embedded service bus to facilitate the implementation of service oriented architecture in Internet of Things, thereby eliminating the challenges of interoperability. Our implementation has been discussed and demonstrated to be compact for resource constrained devices. LISA offers service discovery, registration and authentication that are essential features to setup and communicate application messages between nodes. It also sets a foundation for future extensions and enhancements. The future research, beside the addition of more protocols and platform support, includes studying the possibility of running LISA without any operating system, adding more features for manager node to activate services and implementing inter-subnetwork communication. The future work will also contain the development of an optional configuration for quality-of-service messaging depending on the application type. We will release LISA as an open source project thereby providing a community of developers and in house contribution to enhance the features of LISA.
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